
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 16 Dec. 2023 

Compiled Sat. 16 Dec. 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

Twenty Two Multiple Personalities” 

 

130 Countries No Longer Accept US Treasury Bonds 

The Fiat US Petro Dollar Has Been Dropped as a Basis for International Trade  

Broke US Inc. & The Federal Reserve Plan To Release Trillions In Digital Non-Asset 

Backed Currencies With No Value! 

Global Currency Reset to Gold/ Asset-Backed Digital & Hard Currency Was Imminent! 

That Will Include Restoration to the Constitutional Republic 

And Create New Sovereign Nations 

EBS Set To Activate! 

Prepare For Blackout 

The End is Here!  

It’s only wise to have at least a month’s supply of food, water, cash and essential items on hand 

for your family and to share with others. 

 

You Raise Me Up | The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 

You'll Never Walk Alone, from Carousel - The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 

God Bless America (by Irving Berlin, 2019) | The Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 

 

“The highest form of ignorance is when you reject something you don't know anything about.” 

…Wayne Dyer 

 

Judy Note: What We Think We Know as of Sat. 15 Dec. 2023: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v6ojnuHuTa8&list=RD5PAc3krFyQA&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ky8_CZ4Y5Sg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1_Au2W3goJc&list=PLXPFet_zDHir9IvpmckjsiCNRV7djvGTt


 On Mon. 1 Jan. 2024 the new Quantum Financial System (QFS) and Global 

Currency Reset will officially launch for BRICS participating nation‟s gold/ asset-

backed currencies on the Star Link Satellite System. 

 On that same Mon. 1 Jan. 2024 the BRICS Gold/ Asset-backed XRP Digital Currency 

would officially be considered the Global Standard for international trade, with all 

participating nations‟ currencies trading at a 1:1 with each other. 

 This new QFS System was so advanced, it could detect and prevent crimes against 

humanity in real-time. The QFS will ensure that the Satan Worshipping Global and 

Political Elite do not gain access to the new financial system and that the wealth of the 

World would be used for the good of humanity, not for the greed of a few. 

 Bank Accounts of The People of all participating BRICS Nations have been mirrored 

onto the QFS. The People will gain access to their accounts by going to an official 

Redemption Center to obtain cards, phones and computers that work on this fully secure 

system that will only allow the owner of the account to have access. 

 The Iraqi Dinar, Kingpin of the Global Currency Reset, revalued in-country some time 

ago; has been trading on the back screens of the Forex for weeks and exchanging the new 

Iraqi Dinar rate at a 1:1 with several countries currencies in their exports and imports. 

 On Wed. 6 Dec. 2023 the fiat US Petro Dollar was officially removed from the trade of 

OPEC Oil.  Over 130 countries including OPEC members no longer would use the fiat 

US Dollar for oil and gas purchases, challenging the long standing dominance of the US 

Dollar as the basis for international trade. 

 Since then US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen announced that, “US Treasury Bonds 

are not being accepted by anyone and $26 Trillion in US Treasury Bonds were about to 

be dropped.” The US Dollar value began to tank. 

https://english.news.cn/20231215/06b256de75c14649a0f4479235664f11/c.html 

 Jeffrey Epstein worshipped Satan and worked for the Israeli Mossad to videotape 

powerful people raping children, which created blackmail material for the Rothschild 

State of Israel.  

 Some of Epstein’s clients who also paid homage to Satan included: Bill Gates, Alan 

Dershowitz, Barack Obama, Hilary Clinton, Nancy Pelosi, Jamie Dimon, Bill Clinton and 

Ehud Barak.  

 Banks like JP Morgan covered up transactions that show these clients purchasing 

children for rape and sacrifice. Controlled organizations like Turning Point USA, The 

Daily Wire, Prager U, Breitbart and The Gateway Pundit refused to connect Jeffrey 

Epstein with the Rothschild State of Israel.  

 Both of the US major political parties – the Democrats and Republicans – were 

enslaved to Israel through Satan Worship in Epstein‟s Child Sex Blackmail. Until that 

changed, the US would never be free. 

 For a long time and hidden from the public eye, these Global and Political Elite who 

paid homage to Satan through pedophilia and Child Sacrifice have been given 

https://english.news.cn/20231215/06b256de75c14649a0f4479235664f11/c.html


special privileges. One was using as a means of transport, a Electromagnetic Tow Train. 

This very simple Maglev Train has instant connections using Zero Point Energy. Magnet 

+ Coil of copper wire + Battery = Magic. Apparently, you can travel from USA to Japan 

in under 30 minutes in a Maglev Train that runs through an underground tunnel system 

dug deep beneath the ocean floor. 

 The FDA admitted to a Congressional Committee that they released the Covid Vax to 

the World even though they knew it caused heart inflammation. Dr Phillip Buckhaults 

then testified to the same committee and said that he had discovered contaminated 

plasmid DNA in Pfizer vaccines which caused sudden death from cardiac arrest, cancer 

and auto immune issues. 

 Italy was the first nation to say no to synthetic foods being produced by the Cabal. 

If you were reading this Update on, or from Operation Disclosure Official, be aware that the 

information has been redacted. For a complete un-redacted version, see a PDF copy at the end of 

the Update on Operation Disclosure Official, or read an un-redacted version on the Rumor Mill 

Website. 

A.Global Currency Reset: 

 Fri. 15 Dec. TNTRayRen98: The expected RV is now scheduled. Good news. This 

morning Iraq citizens were told in the next couple days. Sudani told ppl the rate is going 

to change in the next couple of days. I also go this from Tish she was watching in Iraqi 

tv.  The RV was supposed to occur last night Thurs. 14 Dec.  Supposedly, the reason it 

didn‟t is the U.N. filed a motion to take over the entire process. The judge denied the 

U.N. motion.  It didn‟t make any sense b/c the IMF already released it to the counties. 

Every country has money, reserved currency, and is waiting to go live. Our window of 

time is 4:30pm Eastern Fri. 15 evening until 5:00 pm Eastern Sun 17 Dec. of when 

this could go through. In Iraq today the Kurdistan region was told that today was the last 

day they can turn in three zero notes and actually get 25,000 dinar for a 25,000 note.  

Sudani was telling ppl this morning in a town hall type of meeting that the rate is going to 

change in the next couple of days. The last day the rate changed was the 20th of 

December. If Iraq says today is last day, 4:30 EST is the next day Iraq time ~ a few 

minutes past midnight. They wanted to do it at 1:00 am eastern. This is how they 

want it to go down. In Iraq everyone is off Monday and Tuesday so they can go vote and 

the budget will be released on Tuesday. All the money. Always said they wouldn't do 

that until the rate was changed. This hopefully will be our weekend. People who had 

bank appointments this weekend were told that there would be no fees during the 

exchange.  If you go to the teller window, there will be fees. There is no turning back. US 

has released it. IMF released to each country so when it goes, they can start exchanging. 

The money is in place so they can operate with it. They can't wait. Sudani saying in a 

couple of days. 



 Fri. 15 Dec. MarkZ: “I‟m getting updates from government sources across the World, 

plus my bank sources, who all agree that everything has been released and the amount of 

currency rates have been agreed to and has been shared with various countries. We are 

very close, but don‟t know if it‟s going to happen now, or on the 20
th,

 or the first of 

January. …A lot has happened during the 14th and 15th and more is expected to happen 

in the coming days. We have seen tremendous progress in the last few days...behind the 

scenes...I hear more and more contacts from different nations say that they now have the 

"GO". We don't know the timing, but I understand that they have been releasing the 

countries one by one. They should all be going at the same time, but now they are getting 

their permits and marching/go orders. …We know that Iraq has a lot of money to spend 

between the 20th and the 25th.” 

 Fri. 15 Dec: Iraq has completed all of their banking competencies required of the 

CBI in Iraq to meet International Banking Standards. And tomorrow Sat. 16 Dec, 

they are expected to finish their banking reforms with their managers per a recent article. 

At this time, they will have two weeks to do logistics training with their employees to 

prepare them for working with International Exchange going forward and only using the 

Iraqi Dinar locally. Iraq has signed a number of agreements around the world to begin 

trading beyond their borders, and they have exchanged currencies with several countries 

to enable them to move forward with exports and imports. The article below is a 

confirmation regarding a completion of a year-long set of economic reforms. It celebrates 

the work that they have done to achieve International standing in the banking system. 

…Goldilocks 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Goldilocks: How Are International Exchange Rates Set? 

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/forex/how-forex-exchange-rates-

set.asp#:~:text=Factors%20that%20affect%20foreign%20exchange,and%20the%20balan

ce%20of%20trade. 

B. Restored Republic:  

 Space X - Is that updated time a coincidence? Or do we see an 11.3 vibe? 

https://spaceflightnow.com/2023/12/15/live-coverage-spacex-to-launch-first-starlink-

satellites-with-direct-to-cell-capability/ 

 Congress about to ban Blackrock, Vanguard and any other hedge fund from 

purchasing homes and turning them into single family rentals in bulk. 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Military Operations in Real Time: Executions, Clones, and Deception – The 

Shocking Truth Exposed! - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. UPDATED: LIST OF INDICTMENTS, ARRESTS AND EXECUTIONS!! 

Dismantling the Deep State Operatives and Doubles!! | WHAT‟S REALLY GOING ON 

BEHIND THE SCENES IS SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT THAN Q MIGHT HAVE YOU 

BELIEVING - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/forex/how-forex-exchange-rates-set.asp#:~:text=Factors%20that%20affect%20foreign%20exchange,and%20the%20balance%20of%20trade
https://www.investopedia.com/ask/answers/forex/how-forex-exchange-rates-set.asp#:~:text=Factors%20that%20affect%20foreign%20exchange,and%20the%20balance%20of%20trade
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https://amg-news.com/military-operations-in-real-time-executions-clones-and-deception-the-shocking-truth-exposed/
https://amg-news.com/military-operations-in-real-time-executions-clones-and-deception-the-shocking-truth-exposed/
https://amg-news.com/why-martial-law-is-coming-quickly-all-the-signs-indicate-its-coming-soon/
https://amg-news.com/why-martial-law-is-coming-quickly-all-the-signs-indicate-its-coming-soon/
https://amg-news.com/why-martial-law-is-coming-quickly-all-the-signs-indicate-its-coming-soon/
https://amg-news.com/why-martial-law-is-coming-quickly-all-the-signs-indicate-its-coming-soon/


 Fri. 15 Dec. New Derek Johnson Live: A Multi-Level Military Operation! Prophets and 

Patriots | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Obama HR 4310 – How About This Freak Show? The Barack Obama 

Deception Finally Exposed (video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

C. The Real News for Fri. 15 Dec. 2023: 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Charlie Ward: https://beforeitsnews.com/opinion-

conservative/2023/12/charlie-ward-situation-update-121423-something-unexpected-is-

happening-must-video-3680498.html 

 Fri. 15 Dec. General Motors Lays Off 1,314 Michigan Employees: 

https://justthenews.com/nation/states/center-square/general-motors-lay-1314-michigan-

employees 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. The CIA Has A Secret Time Travel Program - American Media Group 

(amg-news.com) 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Dr. Jan Halper: https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/12/new-dr-

jan-halper-hayes-donald-trump-a-wartime-president-december-2023-2547734.html 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Putin: At their core, Russians and Ukrainians are one people. And what 

is happening now is a huge tragedy, similar to a civil war between brothers. When 

brothers found themselves on different sides. But to a large extent they have nothing to 

do with it. The entire southeast of Ukraine has always been pro-Russian. Because these 

are historical Russian territories. Partially - here, my colleague raises the sign "Turkey" - 

well, he knows, Turkey knows very well - the entire Black Sea coast was ceded to Russia 

as a result of the Russo-Turkish wars. What does Ukraine have to do with it? Neither 

Crimea nor the whole Black Sea region has anything to do with it. Odessa is a Russian 

city. We know about it. Everyone knows it very well. No, they're making up all kinds of 

historical nonsense. 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Biden Christmas Video Produced By Anti-White Group: BREAKING: 

The Group Behind the Viral Biden Christmas Video is a Radical Anti-White Group 

Called Dorrance Dance (Must See Video) - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Trump Retribution – unexpected news on Biden: 

https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2023/12/trump-retribution-white-house-implodes-as-

absolutely-unexpected-news-just-broke-on-biden-3304920.html 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Fox 51 Texas: “Officials were releasing 5,000 illegal immigrants per day 

into the U.S. amid Biden's "unsustainable" border crisis. In a disturbing 

acknowledgement, 30 individuals have matched the FBI's terrorism watch list since 

October 1." 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Who Are The Illuminati? Renegades Of The Mystery Schools – Forbidden 

History Illuminati - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2023/12/new-derek-johnson-live-a-multi-level-military-operation-prophets-and-patriots-2547762.html
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D. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring Run 

Out of the Vatican and housed in China’s Three Gorges Dam in the 1500 mile tunnel that 

runs between the Vatican and Jerusalem: 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano exposed Pizzagate and names Hillary 

Clinton, John Podesta and former editor of The Recount, Slade Sohmer, who was 

recently arrested for child porn. He also discusses how Jeffrey Epstein ran a blackmail 

operation on his island and collected evidence of well-known people committing heinous 

ritual crimes against children. 

 Fri. 15 Dec. George Bush Pedophile Sex Ring And Blackmail Of Congress – “Operation 

Brownstone and Operation Brownstar” - American Media Group (amg-news.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Bombshell: FBI Declassifies Files on the CIA‟s Involvement in Satanic 

Ritual Abuse and Child Sex Trafficking (video) - American Media Group (amg-

news.com) 

E. CIA Project MKULTRA Mind Control: 

 Project MKUltra, also called the CIA Mind Control Program, was a code name given 

to a program of experiments on human subjects, mainly children, undertaken by the U.S. 

Central Intelligence Agency.  

 A majority of those experiments were illegal and involved the torture, drugging, raping 

and murder of innocent children.  

 Some experiments were intended to identify and develop drugs and procedures to be 

used in interrogations in order to weaken the individual and force confessions through 

Mind Control.  

 Others experiments involved splitting the developing brain of a child into multiple 

personalities through Satanic Ritual Abuse, torture, rape and Child Sacrifice so the victim 

could be used as an adult as a Super Spy or Terrorist.  

 The projects were organized through the Office of Scientific Intelligence of the CIA 

and coordinated with the United States Army Biological Warfare Laboratories.  

 Code names for these drug-related experiments were Project Bluebird and Project 

Artichoke. 

 Congress Is Funding The CIA‟s Torture of Children | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

 CIA Sexual Abuse & Torture of Children Used to Blackmail Congress – Part Five | 

Crime All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 CIA Tortuous Mind Control Experiments on Children – Part 4 | Crime All-Stars | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 CIA Torturing, Killing Children in Mind Control Experiments, Part Three | Crime All-

Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 
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 CIA Torture of Thousands of Children in Mind Control Experiments, Part Two | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 CIA Torturing, Sexually Abusing, Killing Children in Mind-control Programs? | Crime 

All-Stars | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

F. Covid/ Ebola/ Swine Flu/ Polio/ Small Pox/ BSE/ Zika/ Sars/ Monkey Pox/ AIDs/ Vax/ 

H1N1/ Graphene Oxide/ Chem trails/ Fluoride, Processed Foods, Human Clones Hoaxes: 

 There are two ingredients to look out for in store bought foods: E120 and E904 are 

additives found in many food products which are obtained from the insects. There are 

currently more than 100 products containing these additives. Most of them are products 

intended for children. European authorities in the field of food safety have devoted many 

scientific works to the examination of these additives and have affirmed their impact on 

various health aspects: Hyperactivity in children, Allergies, Allergic reactions, Asthma 

and Geno-toxicity. 

 Dr Phillip Buckhaults has discovered contaminated plasmid DNA in Pfizer vaccines 

which could cause sudden death from cardiac arrest, cancer and auto immune issues. 

 Staggering Number of Excess Deaths in US: https://thepeoplesvoice.tv/critical-care-

expert-sounds-alarm-on-staggering-numbers-of-excess-deaths-in-us/ 

 FDA Admitted Knowing Covid Vax Heart Inflammation: 

https://www.newstarget.com/2023-12-15-fda-forced-admit-knowing-covid-vaccines-

heart-inflammation.html 

 FDA Sued For Concealing Ivermectin Documents: https://www.newstarget.com/2023-

12-15-fda-sued-concealing-documents-ivermectin-hcq.html 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Robert F. Kennedy Jr on the Disturbing Behavior Patterns of Anthony 

Fauci & Bill Gates: “I can show these patterns of behavior that were tremendously 

cynical and self-interested and I can show that they knew, or had reason to know, the 

injuries that they were causing…like Remdesivir. Gates was one of the biggest owners of 

Gilead…Fauci knew that Remdesivir was going to kill people. That it was going to kill 

more people than it helped. He altered the study outcomes three separate times to make it 

appear that it was effective and got that approved as the only approved treatment for 

COVID, and it‟s probably one of the reasons we had the highest death rate in this 

country.” 

G. How OPERATION SCARIANT 2023 is being used to launch Plandemic 2.0, David 

Wilcock:                                                                                                                                                                 

 Plandemic 2.0 is an integral piece of the Great Reset implementation plan and New 

World Order agenda to be executed in earnest this Fall of 2023.  

https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/11/cia-torture-of-thousands-of-children-in-mind-control-experiments-part-two-2495286.html
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 OPERATION SCARIANT, which features the extremely „scary‟ Omincron subvariant 

known as Eris, is the main show for folks who are still captivated by this ridiculous 

government-sponsored but extremely serious genocidal enterprise.  

 There are numerous reasons why the Khazarian genocidal bioterrorists are hellbent on 

rolling out Plandemic 2.0 this Fall.  The following list presents only some of the most 

significant NWO goals, WEF objectives and WHO targets.  

 (1) To cover up the massive excess death numbers directly resulting from the ongoing 

Covid vaccine genocide across America (and global depopulation scheme).  

 (2) To stealthily kill vaccinated children who are now much more vulnerable to the 

bacterial infections associated with Eris (aka Omicron [B.1.1.529] a subvariant of SARS-

CoV-2.  

 (3) To intensify the slow-motion slaughter of vaccinated 20 to 45 year-olds who are 

now much more susceptible to myocarditis, pericarditis, blood clots and other fatal heart 

ailments 

 (4) To further turbo-charge the numerous medical ailments and health conditions, 

chronic diseases and autoimmune syndromes, psychological disorders and psychiatric 

illnesses across the entire population, all of which have seen HUGE upticks post-Covid 

vaccination 

 (5) To murder as many retirees as possible in order to reduce the Social Security & 

Disability, Medicare and Medicaid rolls 

 (6) To massacre as many individuals, who suffer from multiple comorbidities and/or 

terminal diseases, who are still living after Plandemic 1.0 

 (7) To eliminate as many Baby Boomers as possible as well as the Beat Generation 

elderly, especially the anti-establishment types  

 (8) To provide maximum distraction from the many Democrat crime sprees being 

investigated by the House 

 (9) To divert the attention of the electorate from the multiple crime waves perpetrated 

by the Biden Crime Family and especially by the POTUS Imposter and Criminal-in-Chief 

 (10) To create maximum chaos, confusion and conflict throughout the last year of the 

2024 election cycle so that the Democrats can steal yet another POTUS election, as well 

as to set the stage for a long-planned American Bolshevik revolution 

 (11) To provide a pretext to deploy yet another highly weaponized and lethal Covid 

„vaccine‟ by which to rapidly intensify Plandemic 2.0. 

 (12) To significantly supercharge the previously administered kill-shots, clot-shots 

and cancer-shots thereby increasing SADS and SIDS as well as  excess deaths across the 

board 

 (13) To sufficiently scare the American people back into the same space of extreme 

fear and anxiety about the COVID-19 contagion so they will fully submit to the Covid 

Super Vaccination Agenda (and demand that everyone they know get vaxxed to the max)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       



H. Flight Cancellations: 

 France: Air Traffic Controllers Go On Strike: 

https://www.euronews.com/travel/2023/12/15/half-of-flights-cancelled-at-some-french-

airports-as-air-traffic-controllers-go-on-strike 

 Kenya: Kenya Airways suffers flight cancellations and delays on crew shortages | Nation 

I. Thurs. 14 Dec. Trump Warned! EBS Alert! White Hats Making Mass Arrests - Trump 

Returns - 10 Days of Darkness Imminent 2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)  

 Deep State Cabal Zionist Israel has been destroyed with new frequency weapons.  

 Turkey to arrest Netanyahu for Crimes Against Humanity.  

 Turkey and Palestine were aligning with Putin and BRICS.  

 The Act of 1871 created the US Bar that aligned itself to The Crown.  

 The ten square miles of Washington DC has been the hub of Child Sex Trafficking. 

 Military Tribunals on Global Elites especially in Israel and the Middle East have been 

happening for a while.  

 The corrupt Mainstream Media was now in control of the Military Alliance.  

 The Cabal which has been in control for the last 3,000 years was now under control of 

the Military Alliance.  

 On Nov. 17 a lot of things went down and the Q movement shifted into the final stage.  

 As president of the new Republic Donald Trump signed Order 1318 that seized all 

assets of people involved in the violation of Human Rights.  

 The Space Force Alliance works the QFS System from inside the Moon. There were 

three Quantum Computers. The biggest was inside the Moon was controlled by good 

Extra Terrestrials. 

 Space Force has everything under control. 

J. The US’s Two Tier Legal System: 

 In 2007, Joe Biden said he was arrested and immediately released for illegally entering 

the US Capitol's Senate Chamber when he was 21 years old. In 2021, Jacob Chansley 

was sentenced to four years in prison after spending ten months in solitary confinement 

for illegally entering the US Capitol's Senate Chamber. Would this be considered a two-

tiered justice system that prosecutes individuals based on their politics? 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Injustice Breeds Injustice – Our Two Tier System of Justice, 

Fairbanks: Injustice Breeds Injustice – Our Two-Tier System of Justice – Cromar, 

Bundy & SCOTUS | Crime All-Stars | Before It's News Patriots Ken Cromar of Barbie 

& Ken v. Goilath IRS, and Ammon Bundy in his battle with the Idaho State Court 

and St. Luke's Hospital each gained national notoriety for standing up against the 

Corrupt DOJ.  The Cromar and Ammon Bundy Cases represent a national emergency 
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because the DOJ and the IRS (along with the other Alphabet Agencies) have been 

weaponized and have declared war against We the People. Those elites, who through 

their Oaths of Office swore to Protect and Defend the Constitution, have established a 

two-tier system of justice, in their attempts to deny We the People of Our God-Given 

Rights. There is no better evidence of this conspiracy than the abuses sustained by both 

Ammon Bundy and the Cromars, which is comparable evidence of the lawful violations 

of Constitutional Rights being denied in the other current cases being heard by SCOTUS 

– an epidemic crisis of national proportions. 

K. How the G7 Central Banks collapse ALL at once… Because the dollar was pegged to 

Saudi oil, the G7 Central Banks (Bank of Japan) printed their own local currency (bonds), to 

acquire dollars (U.S.Treasury bonds), $1.1t worth, This not only strengthens the other G7 

currencies by holding dollar bonds (because the other G7 currencies were not pegged to Saudi 

oil), But now the U.S. Treasury could create a double entry bookkeeping scheme (you create the 

asset, the bond. Then you created the liability, a deposit), This allowed the U.S. Treasury 

(through Blackrock-Vanguard etc etc) to acquire cheap foreign assets of poor countries and 

denominate them in dollars, that created a huge equity market, Now, all the other currencies 

within the G7 could do the same as long as they held the dollar carry trade on their central bank 

balance sheet, The Euro system could then inflate Ponzi assets, Remember, the G7 currencies 

would be nothing without the Dollar Saudi oil peg. The Fed funds rate is still 5.5% for the other 

G7 Central Banks that hold dollars. And to keep the G7 local currencies from collapsing against 

a stronger dollar, and to suppress bond yields against rising dollar interest rates, The G7 Central 

Banks printed Like Crazy (their own currency). O.K. Now remove the Saudi oil peg from the 

dollar that occurred on December 5th, 2023 during Putin's visit to UAE/S.A. Remember how the 

G7 Central Banks printed their local currencies to acquire dollar bonds? And to keep interest 

rates suppressed? The dollar peg to the other G7 Central Banks that allowed them to also inflate 

financial assets via the yen, the euro, the pound, etc etc. Now that the Arabs have removed the oil 

peg from the dollar, what is the value of the yen, the euro, the pound, etc etc and their 

corresponding financial assets? ZERO! What is the value of the dollar at 5.5% interest rate for 

the G7 to hold Dollars that no longer have an oil peg? ZERO! If the G7 were to unwind the 

dollar carry trade, and because the G7 no longer wants to pay 5.5% interest on a dollar that no 

longer has an oil monetary anchor, And now because the yen, the pound, and the euro financial 

assets are worthless without the Saudi dollar oil peg, do you think the Federal Reserve would 

want to buy back their own worthless dollars (from the G7) at 5.5% interest rate when their 

dollar no longer has the Saudi oil peg??? NO!  Welcome to the financial collapse everyone. And 

the Bank of Japan can “fluff” their balance sheet all they want, They aren‟t getting any oil. And 

they‟re still going to blow up! Dumb shit Ueda! RETWEET this out so everyone understands 

how the G7 Central Banks ALL go down at once -Cheers 

L. SECURE YOUR FUTURE WITH TRUMP GOLDEN BADGES  



 When President Trump announced the project - Trump Golden Badges and his plan 

to make America Wealthy Again, a lot of people were skeptical, but once people started 

seeing the value of the Badges starting to grow enormously and earning real cash, it all 

started to make sense.  

 Millions of Patriots already got a hold, some got hundreds, some got millions of dollars 

value in the Trump Golden Badges. Every smart patriot is buying them now for low price 

and waiting because in 2024 you can exchange them for millions of dollars. 

 Now Donald Trump is again giving you chance to become a millionaire and secure your 

future with the Trump Golden Badges! Exchange value now: 10 x Trump Golden Badges 

= $100.000. Exchange value January 2024: 10 x Trump Golden Badges = $1.000.000 

 Don't wait until they disappear, GET YOURS NOW: https://bit.ly/3Rm3zjH 

M. Patriots, Join in the Fight for Our Freedoms and Help Save the Children: 

 See the movie about Child Sex Trafficking “Sound of Freedom”: 
https://beforeitsnews.com/crime-all-stars/2023/10/sound-of-freedom-and-the-faces-of-evil-

2495274.html 

 Donate to Operation Underground Railroad – They’re Saving The Children End Child 

Trafficking | Operation Underground Railroad (ourrescue.org) https://ourrescue.org/give-

now 

 Donate to help the devastated people of Lahaina Maui whose homes were destroyed, 

over 200 of their children remain missing and at least 4,500 were displaced because of DEW 

Attacks by the Cabal who want to make their land into a SMART city. Be Careful Where 

You Donate: The Kingdom of Akua Foundation‟s Malama Lahaina Website was the only 

official and authorized site solely dedicated to and run by the Hawaiian Native Peoples: 

Malama Lahaina - Pūpūkahi i Holomua  Donations (malamalahaina.org) 

 Donations were needed to help the Brunson Brothers Save Our Constitution and the 

Cromars fight the IRS – but you get COOL Liberty stuff! Donations go to the printing, 

postage, travel, mailings and service of legal documents to the criminals and courts. See 

what cool stuff a Miracles donation can get you. Shopping page: https://393817.e-

junkie.com/  http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/got-miracles/ 

 Ken and Barbie vs. Goliath IRS Update: Ken and Barbara Cromar have been battling the 

IRS for many years, which was putting the senior couple out as an example of the IRS power 

over The People. The IRS twice sent SWAT Teams to take away their fully paid for home 

even after the couple won their case in a federal tax court that they owed no monies to the 

IRS. All their possessions were thrown away, even expensive equipment Ken used to make a 

living. Ken was recently arrested, convicted of burglarizing his own fully paid for home – 

which had been illegally confiscated from him and was presently in jail serving his sentence. 

The IRS and DOJ orchestrated together to steal the Cromar's Home, and to collectively deny 

the Cromars of their God-Given Constitutional Rights to Due Process. 

https://bit.ly/3Rm3zjH
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 Ken Cromar has so appreciated the postcards he's received and would love more. Plain 

postcards, pre-stamped, handwritten, complete return address (no address labels or stick-on 

stamps) Please mail to: Paul K. Cromar # 567164 Davis County Jail P.O. Box 

130 Farmington, UT 84025-0130 Donations for Ken's commissary and communications 

needs can be sent Venmo to: @Talmage-Cromar OR mailed to: Talmage Cromar 130 W 

5300 S Washington Terrace, UT 84405. 

 Urgent need for Help: There continues to be desperate conditions at the privately 

owned Daviess/DeKalb Regional Jail: Prisoners are drugged and in desperate need of 

medical help. Keyna Welenc winkaglow@hotmail.com asked that Readers contact the 

Daviess/DeKalb Regional Jail, 102 North Meadows Lane, Pattonsburg, Missouri [64670] 

and demand humanitarian aid for the prisoners. https://ddcrj.com/dd/ 

 Support Ammond Bundy: His Case is setting precedent that the Idaho Deep State can take 

children away from their parents even when the parents have done nothing wrong; this Case 

is setting precedent that the Idaho Court can be used to change history and remove evidence 

from the Internet; this Case is setting precedent that the Idaho Court can be bought for 

money to silence and eliminate political opponents; this Case is setting precedent that it‟s ok 

to take everything from a person because of things he said. St Luke's Health System took my 

home. Who are they and what does this mean for Idahoans? The same thing that is 

happening to Bundy could happen to you. St Luke's Health System took my home, who are 

they and what does this mean for Idahoans. - YouTube 

N. Must Watch Videos: 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Situation Update: Situation Update: On 12/15/23, Broke US Inc. & Federal 

Reserve To Release Trillions In Digital Non-Asset Currencies With No Value! Here We 

Go! Globalist Land Grabbing National Parks! Illegals... | Opinion - Conservative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Situation Update: Situation Update: Black Out! Blackouts In NYC & 

Ottawa! EBS Activation Anytime! US Terrorist Threat At Its Highest Level!! More Red 

Sea Ships Attacked By Houthis! Operations On Guyana! | Opinion - Conservative | 

Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Situation Update: Judy Byington: EBS Set To Activate! Prepare for Phase 

1 Blackout, All Systems Down,Nothing Stops This, Q. Special Intel Report Fri. 15 Dec. 

2023 (Video) | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Thurs. 14 Dec. Situation Update: WTPN SITUATION UPDATE 12/14/23 

(rumble.com) 

 Fri. 15 Dec. Fulford Report: New Benjamin Fulford: This Is It! What's Happening - 

Friday Geopolitical Q&A Video 12/2023 | Prophecy | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

O. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 
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Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 

There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

P. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Q. Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

R. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

https://robertdavidsteele.com/dr-colin-ross/
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to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

S. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 15 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=233640  Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 15, 2023 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF THURSDAY 14 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION)  https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=233611  Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 14, 2023 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF WEDNESDAY 

13 DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=233571 Restored Republic via a GCR 

as of December 13, 2023 - American Media Group (amg-news.com)  Restored Republic via a 

GCR as of December 13, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 
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WTPN SITUATION UPDATE 12/12/23 (rumble.com)   

 

WTPN SITUATION UPDATE 12/11/23 (rumble.com) 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF TUESDAY 12 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=233536  Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 12, 2023 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF MONDAY 11 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION)  Restored Republic via a GCR as of 

December 11, 2023 - American Media Group (amg-news.com)   

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=233489  Restored Republic via a GCR 

as of December 11, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

 

RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR AS OF SUNDAY 10 DECEMBER 2023 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=233447 

 

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF SATURDAY 9 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) (rumormillnews.com)   Restored 

Republic via a GCR as of December 9, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official   

(NEED TO KNOW) RESTORED REPUBLIC VIA A GCR: UPDATE AS OF FRIDAY 8 

DECEMBER 2023 (THE UN-REDACTED VERSION) https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=233353  Restored Republic via a GCR as of December 8, 2023 | Operation 

Disclosure Official 
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